Abstract. A map/: X -> R" is said to be ^-regular if whenever xx,... ,xk are distinct points of X, then f(xx),. .. ,f(xk) are linearly independent. Such maps are of interest in the theory of Cebysev approximation. In this paper, configuration spaces and homological methods are used to show that there does not exist a A:-regular map of R2 into /{2*-«(*>-' where a(k) denotes the number of ones in the dyadic expansion of k. This result is best possible when A: is a power of 2.
1. Introduction. Let k < n be positive integers. A continuous map /: X ^> R" is k-regular if whenever xx, . . . , xk are distinct points of X, then /(x,), . . . ,f(xk) are linearly independent. Example 1.1./: R -> Rk given by/(i) = (1, t,t2,. . ., tk~x) is ^-regular, as is seen by the nonvanishing of the Vandermonde determinant. Example 1.2. /: 7?2 = C^ F2*"1 = 7? X Ck~x given by f(z) =
(1, z, z2, . . . , zk'x) is Ä>regular. k-regular maps are of relevance in the theory of Cebysev approximation. The connection is as follows: Let AT be a compact subspace of some Euclidean space, and suppose/,, ...,/" are continuous, linearly independent real-valued functions defined on X. For an arbitrary continuous g: X -> R, let 9> ( g) denote the set of best approximations to g by linear combinations of /,,... ,/", i.e. if F denotes the «-dimensional vector space of functions spanned by the/ and mg = inf/e/. suvxex\g(x) -f(x)\, then <$>(g) = {/ G F: supxeA-| g(x) -f(x)\ = mg). Then the following theorem holds:
Theorem (Haar-Kolmogorov-Rubinstein). For every continuous g: X -» R, the dimension of the set <$>(g) is < n -k if and only if (/,, . . . ,/"): X -» R " is k-regular.
For a proof see [9, pp. 237-242] . For example,/ = (/" ... ,/"): X-» Rn is «-regular if and only if/,, ...,/" form a Haar system on X, i.e. det(/(x,)) ^ 0 whenever x,,. . ., x" are distinct points of X. This is the case if and only if every continuous g: X -> 7? has a unique best approximation by linear combinations of the/.
Work on existence and nonexistence of Ä:-regular maps by nonalgebraic topological methods appears in [1] , [2] , and [6] . For example, in [1] , the following is proved:
If a 2k-regular map of R" into RN exists, then N > (n + \)k.
In fact, if /: R" -» RN is 2zV-regular, then if Ex, . . . , Ek are pairwisedisjoint zz-discs in R", the map g: F, x • ■ • x Ek x (R -(0})* -+ RN given by g(xx, . . . ,xk; tx, . . . ,tk) = 1,itJ(xi) is injective, and so .A cannot be less than the dimension of the space on the left.
In [5] , homological methods, using configuration spaces, are used to get a nonexistence result. The present paper uses a variant of the method of [5] , together with results on the cohomology of configuration spaces of R" obtained in [3] , to prove the following: where R°° = inj lim" R" and ak = inj lim"ank where ank is given in [7, p. 35] .
Let <2" denote the little «-cubes operad with CnX the associated construction given by J. P. May [7, p. 13 ] Q"(j) is equivalíantly homotopically equivalent to F(R",j) and by [7, p. 36] , the following diagram commutes:
where the top ak = inj lim" ank, g2 is a homotopy equivalence, and g = inj lim" g" is a homotopy equivalence. Note that CnS° = H->0ß"(/)/2-and that the map ak, on the level of little cubes, is precisely the map a: C2S°^>CXS°, a = inj lim" a" (by [7, Theorem 5.2] ), restricted to the £th component. We use the observations to compute ok in homology.
Let [1] denote the element in H0(S°) represented by the non-base-point. By [3, §3] , H^(CnS°) is given in terms of Dyer-Lashof operations on [1] .
Let k = 2' and consider the sequence I = (2'"\ 2'"2, .. ., 2,1). By 
